ACROSS
1 "P-Valley" channel
6 Ring stones
11 It may come in a blanket or be in a bank
14 Trash ___
15 Side of a diamond
16 "Oi, Claudius!"
17 She's got a HOT head
19 He hosts "Jeopardy!" when Mayim doesn't
20 Battle of Tannenberg conflict, for short
21 Chapeau holder
22 Not more than
23 Anne Nichols comic play for AIR heads
28 FaceTime platform
29 Overpower with troops
31 Yitty rival
34 Parting phrase for BIG heads
36 "Pressure" R&B singer Lennox
37 "Pressure" R&B singer Lennox
38 Looking like you've been hitting the gym
39 Was ahead of the curve
40 Glad-hand for WAR heads
43 Maker of the Gator Utility Vehicle
45 2009 Sean Paul hit with the lyric "Girl, girl, I'll be your sunshine, you can be mine"
46 Jimmy's wife on "Better Call Saul"
47 Digits for FAT heads
54 ___ Scott v. Sandford
55 Shakespeare villain who says "And what's he then that says I play the villain?"
56 "Warrior Nun" heroine
57 Midnight zone shocker
58 Stickies for PIN heads
62 Fidget toy, e.g.
63 He does analysis with Barkley
64 Sprinting hero Jesse
65 Rob Gronkowski's 93: Abbr.
66 Tubes on the table
67 Like a 10-Down DOWN
1 Upside down e
2 Onetime UPN competitor
3 Cravalho who voiced Moana
4 Numbered hwy.
5 Peaceful and calm
6 BOGO, e.g.

DOWN
18 One sitting on a potato pan in palindromes
24 A as in Augsburg
25 Chicago nine, for short
26 Windbreaker part
27 1921 play about androids
30 Branch bump
31 Cuts wood
32 Check to see if a slip is showing
33 Bombers' spots
34 "This sucks"
35 Hammock brand
36 Like libraries and shoes in French: Abbr.
38 Swing's spot
41 Caring
42 Best director between Michel and Alfonso
43 Accomplished
44 Ambulance VIP
46 Gordian problem
48 Like an activated sourdough starter
49 Bad guy in the underworld
50 Sure-footed
51 Joyce Carol ___
52 Set of every other number
53 With an attitude
54 Like close-up magicians
58 Explode
59 Half and half
60 Cartoon chewing sound
61 Be obligated (to)